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NSW Police 

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE 

Investigation: 

Title of Note: 

S/F NEIWAND 

Analysis of Craig ELLIS walkthrough 

Narrative: 

Walkthrough between S/Cst DAGG and Craig ELLIS 2/8/2001 11:38am 

1. Start: Kenneth Street Bondi 

2001 Video Walk Through Present day 

Spot where ELLIS points out 
WARREN's car located 

Video Summary 

Ellis states he found WARREN's car in this position, one or two days after he went missing. Ile and his ex-partner found it, it was locked, there were McDonalds wrappers, and his clothes on 

back seat. Interior did not look ransacked. ELLIS states while they were looking at the car a man came out from unit blocks next to park saying the car was parked over his driveway. 

Condition of the car was typical (messy). 

Said him and Paul once they saw the car went down the path because they knew the reason the car was there is that WARREN would have gone for a walk in the park. 
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2. Path to Marks Park (View from Kenneth Street) 

2001 Video Walk Through Present Day 

Video Summary 

ELLIS states him and Paul walked down this path (Now there are two paths, one which goes to Marks Park and the toilet block and the other which goes to the coastal walk, they walked down 

the path leading to the coastal walk). 
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3. Path to the coastal walk 

2001 Video Walk Through Present Day 

Video Summary 

Once ELLIS and SAUCIS got down the stairs they walked along the coastal path to the north then walked to the south along the path. 
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4. Path down to the bottom of the cliffs 

2001 Video Walk Through 

A100517951 1r.11 1479 

Video Summary 

ELLIS came down another path to see if he could see anything down the bottom of the cliffs, Paul SAUC tayed on the coastal path. 

ELLIS states (about finding WARREN's keys) "They were in a lip, up the top, at the top of one of the shelves". I icates here 

Present Day 
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ELLIS describing how he reached the keys, and the height the keys were 
compared with his body 

Video Summary 

ELLIS states "...so there was no way I can see that the keys would've been washed up there because they were several feet, I mean I sort of reached out and was able to pick them up from this 

sort of level when I was standing on the ground so I doubt very much they would've been washed up, they've either fallen in there or they've been put there". 
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5. ELLIS finds keys 

AK:10537851 V91-1479 

NSW Police V 

ELLIS indicates possible locations on the rocks where he found the keys 

Video Summary 

ELLIS states he doesn't know exactly where the keys were, "could've been here, here or down there but within 30 or 40 meters either side of where we're standing." 

• DSC DAGG then asks ELLIS about where in Marks Park he met Ross WARREN. 

ELLIS says he was just walking along the path (coastal walk), they established eye contact then started talking to each other. WARREN ended up going back to ELLIS's 

place, they got in WARREN's car and went back to ELLIS's place. They met around Easter at night time, around 9pm-12am. They had a boyfriend/boyfriend relationship for 

around three months then became good friends. ELLIS says he recalls WARREN telling him he'd come down to Marks Park on two or three occasions in the 15 months he 

knew him to meet men. States WARREN was reasonably conservative, but may have sex in a public place but probably wouldn't be his first option. 
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Map of route ELLIS took to locate WARREN's keys 
• 

Map of of Marks Park in 1989 
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1. WARREN's car located 

2. Path ELLIS and SAUCIS walk 
down after finding car 

3. When they come to the bottom 
they walk north along path, then 
south along path 

4. ELLIS standing here with DSC 
DAGG pointing out where keys were 
found 

5. ELLIS indicates he found the 
keys somewhere in this area 
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